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Error correction based on partial information
Itzhak Tamo Min Ye Alexander Barg
Abstract
We consider the decoding of linear and array codes from errors when we are only allowed to download
a part of the codeword. More specifically, suppose that we have encoded k data symbols using an pn, kq
code with code length n and dimension k. During storage, some of the codeword coordinates might
be corrupted by errors. We aim to recover the original data by reading the corrupted codeword with a
limit on the transmitting bandwidth, namely, we can only download an α proportion of the corrupted
codeword. For a given α, our objective is to design a code and a decoding scheme such that we can
recover the original data from the largest possible number of errors. A naive scheme is to read αn
coordinates of the codeword. This method used in conjunction with MDS codes guarantees recovery
from any tpαn´kq{2u errors. In this paper we show that we can instead read an α proportion from each
of the codeword’s coordinates. For a well-designed MDS code, this method can guarantee recovery from
tpn´ k{αq{2u errors, which is 1{α times more than the naive method, and is also the maximum number
of errors that an pn, kq code can correct by downloading only an α proportion of the codeword. We
present two families of such optimal constructions and decoding schemes. One is a Reed-Solomon code
with evaluation points in a subfield and the other is based on Folded Reed-Solomon codes. We further
show that both code constructions attain asymptotically optimal list decoding radius when downloading
only a part of the corrupted codeword. We also construct an ensemble of random codes that with high
probability approaches the upper bound on the number of correctable errors when the decoder downloads
an α proportion of the corrupted codeword.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recovery of information under limitations on the repair bandwidth has received signification attention
in information theory literature. In particular, a well-known approach to enhance resilience of distributed
storage systems against failures of storage disks relies on Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) codes
which are optimal in terms of the redundancy-reliability tradeoff. More specifically, an MDS code with r
parity symbols can recover the original data from any r erasures of the codeword coordinates. In practice,
single disk failure is the most common scenario. Upon observing this, DIMAKIS et al. [2] introduced the
concept of repair bandwidth, which is the minimum possible amount of data one needs to download in
order to recover any single node failure. An MDS codes with optimal (minimum) repair bandwidth is
called Minimum Storage Regenerating (MSR) code. In the low rate regime, RASHMI et al. gave an explicit
construction of MSR codes [3]. Constructions optimal-repair regenerating codes with no limitations on
the code rate were given in several works of the authors [4]–[7]. GURUSWAMI and WOOTTERS studied
the repair bandwidth of Reed-Solomon (RS) codes [8]. Constructions of RS codes with optimal repair
bandwidth were given in [9]–[11].
In this paper we consider the problem of decoding linear and array codes from errors when we are
allowed to rely only on a part of the corrupted codeword. If we encode the original data using an pn, kq
MDS code with code length n and dimension k, it is well known that we can recover the original data
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2from any tpn ´ kq{2u errors when we receive the whole codeword. In a distributed system, reading the
whole codeword requires certain amount of disk I/Os and transmitting bandwidth. Now suppose that we
have a limit on the bandwidth and we can only download an α ă 1 proportion of the whole codeword,
a natural question is how many errors we can guarantee to correct in this setup. In other words, how
much error correcting capability is sacrificed by reducing the transmitting bandwidth.
Similarly to the study of MSR codes, we also resort to array codes [12]. An pn, k, lq array code C
over a finite field F is formed of l ˆ n matrices pC1, . . . , Cnq P pF
lqn. Each column Ci of the matrix
is a codeword coordinate, and the parameter l that determines the dimension of the column vector Ci is
called sub-packetization. Note that a scalar code can also be viewed as an array code with l “ 1.
Definition I.1 (Fractional decoding and α-decoding radius). Consider an pn, k, lq array code C “
tpC1, . . . , Cnqu over F , where Ci P F
l, i “ 1, . . . , n.
(i) We say that C can correct up to t errors by downloading an α proportion of the codeword if there
exist n` 1 functions fi : F
l Ñ Fαil, i “ 1, 2, . . . , n with
řn
i“1 αi ď nα and g : F
p
ř
n
i“1
αiql Ñ Fnl such
that
gpf1pC1 ` E1q, f2pC2 ` E2q, . . . , fnpCn ` Enqq “ pC1, C2, . . . , Cnq (1)
for any codeword pC1, . . . , Cnq P C and any error vector pE1, E2, . . . , Enq of Hamming weight |ti :
Ei ‰ 0u| ď t.
(ii) For α ě k{n, define the α-decoding radius rαpCq as the maximum number of errors that the code
C can correct by downloading an α-proportion of the codeword.
(iii) For α ě k{n, we further define the α-decoding radius of pn, kq codes as
rαpn, kq “ max
CPMn,k
rαpCq,
where Mn,k is the set of all pn, kq codes.
Remark I.2. Since the information contents of the codeword C is kl symbols of the field F , the inequality
α ě k{n forms a trivial necessary condition for decoding even without errors. This condition will be
assumed throughout the paper.
It is well known that for any pn.kq code C, we have r1pCq ď tpn ´ kq{2u, and the equality holds for
MDS codes. Thus R1pn, kq “ tpn´kq{2u. Moreover, we have an obvious lower bound for an MDS code
C:
rαpCq ě tpαn ´ kq{2u. (2)
To see this, we can simply read any αn coordinates of the codeword. Since a punctured MDS code is
still an MDS code with the same dimension, we obtain the lower bound (2).
In this paper, we show that
rαpn, kq “ tpn ´ k{αq{2u (3)
for any n, k and α, and we give two families of explicit constructions of MDS codes together with the
decoding schemes which achieve the optimal α-decoding radius in (3). The optimal α-decoding radius
in (3) improves upon the lower bound (2) obtained from the naive decoding strategy by a factor of 1{α.
The underlying idea of the two optimal code constructions and decoding schemes is to download from
each of the codeword coordinates a number of field symbols that forms an α proportion of the coordinate’s
size, and to ensure that the downloaded symbols constitute a codeword in an pn, k{α,αlq MDS code,
which can be used to recover the original data. One of our constructions is a short Reed-Solomon code
with evaluation points in a subfield, and the other is based on Folded Reed-Solomon (FRS) codes of
GURUSWAMI and RUDRA [13]. While FRS codes solve the problem somewhat trivially, our construction
of the short RS code has the advantage of smaller node (codeword coordinate) size.
Furthermore, we show that random codes with high probability asymptotically achieve the bound
(3) on the α-decoding radius. The ensemble of random codes that we consider is based on randomly
chosen “contracting” linear maps of the coordinates of an MDS code. Finally, we take up the question
3of constructing MDS codes with optimal repair bandwidth (also called MSR codes) which at the same
time have the optimal α-decoding radius. A construction of codes with both these properties is obtained
by using an idea in a recent paper [5] by the authors.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we prove an upper bound on the α-decoding radius,
which we show to be attainable in several ways. Specifically, in Section III we show that random linear
mappings are asymptotically optimal for fractional decoding. Subsequently, in Sections IV and V we
present the two families of code constructions achieving the upper bound for finite code length. Then in
Section V we introduce the notion of α-list decoding capacity, and show that both code constructions
achieve the α-list decoding capacity. Finally, in Section VII, we present the MSR code construction with
optimal α-decoding radius.
II. UPPER BOUND ON THE α-DECODING RADIUS
Theorem II.1. Let n ě αn ě k. Then
rαpn, kq ď tpn´ k{αq{2u. (4)
Proof. Let C be an pn, k, lq code. Consider the “projected” code Cα obtained by applying the functions
fi, i “ 1, . . . , n to the coordinates of the codewords of C:
C
α “ tpf1pC1q, ..., fnpCnqq : pC1, ..., Cnq P Cu
We will argue that the distance of the code Cα is at most n´ r k
α
s` 1, implying (4). Suppose otherwise,
then the code Cα corrects any n´ r k
α
s` 1 erasures, i.e., it is possible to recover the codeword from any
given subset of s :“ r k
α
s ´ 1 of its coordinates.
Assume w.l.o.g. that α1 ď α2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ď αn. By the assumption, it is possible to recover the codeword from
the first s coordinates, i.e., the projection mapping on the first s coordinates is injective, or, rephrasing
again,
řs
i“1 αi ě k. This implies that αs`1 ě αs ě k{s. With this we obtain
nÿ
i“1
αi “
sÿ
i“1
αi `
nÿ
i“s`1
αi ě k ` pn´ sq
k
s
“
nk
s
ą αn
since s ă k
α
. At the same time, by Def. I.1, the sum
řn
i“1 αi ď αn, which contradicts the assumption.
The proof is complete.
III. RANDOM CODING BOUNDS
Here we examine another view of the codes defined above with the aim of estimating the parameters
of codes Cα obtained from MDS codes under a random contracting mapping. To put the arguments in
context, recall the construction of concatenated codes which combine two codes, say an rn, ks MDS
code C1 over the finite field F “ Fql and an rm, ls code C2 over the field Fq, into a code of length nm
over Fq. To transform a codeword C “ pC1, . . . , Cnq of C1 to the codeword of the concatenated code,
each symbol Ci is replaced with a codeword of the code C2 using some injective map from Fql to C2.
Thereby, the number of coordinates in the q-ary representation of Ci is increased from l to m. In our
current situation, we are interested in the code obtained by mapping the coordinate Ci to an element in
the field Fqαl , where α ă 1 (Definition I.1 considers a slightly more general case wherein α depends
on i, while the construction of the next section assumes equal αi’s). Thus, codes for fractional decoding
may be viewed as “inverse concatenation codes” which shrink the dimension of each coordinate of the
original codes instead of expanding it.
This point of view suggests an approach to random coding bounds similar to the earlier results on
concatenated codes e.g., [14]. Namely, we start with an rn, ks MDS code C1 over the field Fql and map
4each coordinate to an element in Fqαl using a uniformly random linear mapping. Specifically, suppose
that A “ pA1, . . . , Anq is an n-tuple of linear maps Fql Ñ Fqαl and let
C
α :“ ApC1q“ tpA1pC1q, . . . , AnpCnqq : pC1, . . . , Cnq P C1u
be the resulting linear code. In this section we compute the typical parameters of the code Cα, which will
be shown to meet the bound (3) with high probability. We consider two different asymptotic regimes, of
fixed n and l Ñ8, and of n “ ql Ñ8, with the above conclusion applying to both of them.
We will call the mapping A optimal for the fractional decoding of C1 if for every subset I Ă rns of
size L “ k{α` 1, the restriction of A to I defined as
AI : C1 Ñ
`
Fqαl
˘L
pC1, . . . , Cnq ÞÑ pAipCiq, i P Iq
(5)
is injective. Recalling Definition I.1 and the bound (3), if A is optimal, then the code Cα corrects n´L
erasures, and so its distance equals n´k{α. Suppose that A “ pA1, . . . , Anq is realized by random lˆαl
matrices Ai whose elements are chosen from Fq independently and with uniform distribution.
Before proceeding, recall the following classic fact about the weight distribution of an rn, ks MDS
code C1 over Fql :
|tC P C1 : wtpCq “ iu| ď
ˆ
n
i
˙
qlpi´n`kq, i ě n´ k ` 1.
Indeed, the restriction of C1 to any k coordinates is injective. Once we fix n´ i coordinates to 0 in any
of the possible
`
n
i
˘
ways, there are pql ´ 1qk´pn´iq possible choices of nonzero coordinates before the
codeword is identified uniquely. This gives the claimed upper bound.
Proposition III.1. Let C1 be an rn, ks MDS code over the field Fql . Let α ą k{n and let A : C1 Ñ C
α be
the random linear mapping defined above. Suppose that n, k are fixed and l Ñ8, then A is an optimal
mapping for the fractional decoding of C1 with probability 1´ op1q.
Proof. Let C “ pC1, . . . , Cnq, C ‰ 0 be a codeword of C1 and suppose its Hamming weight is wtpCq “
w. Since A “ pA1, . . . , Anq is linear, AipCiq “ 0 if Ci “ 0 and PrpAipCiq “ 0q “ q
´αl if Ci ‰ 0.
Therefore
PrpApCq “ 0q “ q´αwl.
Observe that for any subset I Ă rns of size L ą k, the code C1 restricted to the coordinates in I
is an rL, ks MDS code. Now let us fix a subset I Ď rns of size L ą k{α and show that the mapping
A : C1 Ñ C
α with high probability has a trivial kernel. We have
PrpkerpAIq ‰ 0uq ď
ÿ
CPCI ,C‰0
PrpAIpCq “ 0q
“
Lÿ
w“L´k`1
ÿ
wtpCq“w
PrpAIpCq “ 0q
ď
Lÿ
w“L´k`1
ˆ
L
w
˙
qlpw´L`kqq´αwl
“
Lÿ
w“L´k`1
ˆ
L
w
˙
qlpw´αw´L`kq. (6)
The exponent in the last expression, given by w ´ αw ´ L ` k, is an increasing function of w, so
w´αw´L`k ď k´αL ă 0 for all w ď L. Therefore qlpw´αw´L`kq Ñ 0 for all w ď L when l Ñ8,
and thus PrpkerpAIq ‰ 0uq Ñ 0 for every subset I Ď rns of size L ą k{α. Since there are only finitely
5many such subsets, we conclude that with probability approaching one, the mapping AI is injective for
every choice of I . This completes the proof of the proposition.
Now let us analyze the case when the code length n “ ql Ñ 8. In this case it is more convenient to
consider asymptotic optimality of the mapping A. Given an rn, k “ Rns MDS code C1 over the field
Fql and a linear mapping A : C1 ÞÑ C
α, we call A asymptotically optimal for the fractional decoding of
C1 if the following two conditions are satisfied:
1) A is injective;
2) the distance of the code Cα satisfies dpCαq ě np1´R{α´ op1qq.
In other words, the mapping A is asymptotically optimal if the cardinality of the code Cα is unchanged
from that of C1, and its relative distance asymptotically satisfies the bound (3).
Proposition III.2. Let C1 be an rn, ks MDS code over Fql , where n “ q
l and k “ Rn. Let A “
pA1, . . . , Anq be the random linear mapping C1 Ñ C
α defined above, where α ą R. Suppose that R is
fixed and n Ñ 8, then A is an asymptotically optimal mapping for the fractional decoding of C1 with
probability 1´ op1q.
Proof. Let us prove the injectivity condition. Proceeding as in (6), we have
PrpkerpAq ‰ 0uq ď
ÿ
CPC1,C‰0
PrpApCq “ 0q “
nÿ
w“n´k`1
ÿ
wtpCq“w
PrpApCq “ 0q
ď
nÿ
w“n´k`1
ˆ
n
w
˙
qlpw´n`kqq´αwl “ q´nlp1´Rq
nÿ
w“n´k`1
ˆ
n
w
˙
qwlp1´αq
ď q´nlp1´Rq
nÿ
w“0
ˆ
n
w
˙
qwlp1´αq “ q´nlp1´Rqp1` qlp1´αqqn
“ pq´lp1´Rq ` q´lpα´Rqqn Ñ 0.
This shows that the mapping A is injective with probability 1´ op1q.
Next we prove that with probability 1´ op1q the distance dpCαq satisfies
dpCαq ě n´
k
α
´
2n
α log4 n
“ n
´
1´
R
α
´ op1q
¯
. (7)
Starting with a nonzero codeword C P C1 of weight wtpCq “ w, let us estimate the probability that it
maps on a codeword of Cα of weight no larger than i for some i ď w :
PrpwtpApCqq ď iq ď
ˆ
w
i
˙
q´αlpw´iq.
By the union bound,
PrpdpCαq ď iq ď PrptDC P C1 : 1 ď wtpApCqq ď iuq
ď
ÿ
CPC1,C‰0
PrpwtpApCqq ď iq
“
nÿ
w“n´k`1
ÿ
wtpCq“w
PrpwtpApCqq ď iq
ď
nÿ
w“n´k`1
ˆ
n
w
˙
qlpw´n`kq
ˆ
w
i
˙
q´αlpw´iq
“
nÿ
w“n´k`1
ˆ
n
w
˙ˆ
w
i
˙
nw´αw´n`k`αi
6paq
ď
nÿ
w“n´k`1
4nn´αn`k`αi
ď k4n`pk´αn`αiq log4 n,
where inequality paq follows from the facts that
`
n
w
˘
ď 2n,
`
w
i
˘
ď 2n, and w ´ αw ´ n ` k ` αi ă
´αn` k ` αi for all w ď n. Thus if i “ n´ k
α
´ 2n
α log
4
n
, then
PrpdpCαq ď iq ď 4´nk Ñ 0
when nÑ8. This implies (7) and concludes the proof.
Concluding this section, we note the difference between the results for classic binary concatenated
codes [14] and the results above. In the former case, symbols of the MDS code are mapped on random
binary codewords, and the resulting code with high probability approaches the Gilbert-Varshamov bound,
matching the best known parameters for the binary case (under some additional assumption on the
component codes, derived in [14].) In our case, the alphabet of the resulting code Cα is allowed to grow,
and the rate and distance of Cα are as good as those obtained from MDS codes in a deterministic way
in the next two sections.
IV. CONSTRUCTION OF RS CODES THAT ARE OPTIMAL FOR FRACTIONAL DECODING
All the constructions in this paper derive from the RS code family, defined as follows.
Definition IV.1. A Reed-Solomon code RSF pn, k,Ωq Ď F
n of dimension k over F with evaluation points
Ω “ tω1, ω2, . . . , ωnu Ď F is the set of vectors
tphpω1q, . . . , hpωnqq P F
n : h P F rxs,deg h ď k ´ 1u.
In this section we construct a family of RS codes with carefully chosen evaluation points achieving
optimal α-decoding radius (we assume throughout that α is rational, noting that this constraint does not
incur any loss of generality in terms of the code parameters). We will use the field trace function, which
is defined as
Definition IV.2. Let F “ Fqs be a finite field extension of B “ Fq of degree s. The field trace is defined
as
trF {Bpβq “ β ` β
q ` βq
2
` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` βq
s´1
.
Let ζ0, ζ1, . . . , ζs´1 be a basis of F over B, and let ν0, ν1, . . . , νs´1 be the dual basis, then
β “
s´1ÿ
i“0
trF {Bpζiβqνi.
In other words, any element β in F can be calculated from its s projections ttrF {Bpζiβqu
s´1
i“0 on B.
Proposition IV.3. Let α “ m{s ă 1, where m and s are positive integers. Given n and k satisfying that
n ě sk{m and m|k, let F “ Fqs, q ě n be a finite field extension of B “ Fq of degree s. An pn, kq code
RSF pn, k,Ωq Ď F
n with all the evaluation points Ω “ tω1, ω2, . . . , ωnu Ď B has the optimal α-decoding
radius.
The proof is given in the remainder of this section. Each codeword coordinate is a vector of dimension
s over B. Thus RSF pn, k,Ωq can be viewed as an pn, k, sq MDS array code over the base field B. Our
strategy is to download m symbols in B from each of the codeword coordinate, which is exactly m{s
proportion of the codeword.
Before explaining which m symbols in B we download from each of the coordinates, let us introduce
some notation. We write the encoding polynomial as
hpxq “ ak´1x
k´1 ` ak´2x
k´2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` a0. (8)
7Then the i-th coordinate of the codeword is
ci “ hpωiq “ ak´1ω
k´1
i ` ak´2ω
k´2
i ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` a0. (9)
Let ζ0, ζ1, . . . , ζs´1 be a basis of F over B. For j “ 0, 1, . . . , s´ 1, we further define
hjpxq “ trF {Bpζjak´1qx
k´1 ` trF {Bpζjak´2qx
k´2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` trF {Bpζja0q.
Since the coefficients of thjpxqu
s´1
j“0 contain all the projections of the coefficients of hpxq onto B, the
coefficients of hpxq can be calculated from the coefficients of thjpxqu
s´1
j“0. In other words, to recover the
codeword, it suffices to know thjpxqu
s´1
j“0.
Let A0, A1, . . . , Am´1 Ď B be m pairwise disjoint subsets of the field B, each of size k{m. For
j “ 0, 1, . . . ,m´ 1, define the annihilator polynomials of the set Aj to be
pjpxq “
ź
ωPAj
px´ ωq.
The m symbols we download from the i-th coordinate are as follows:
d
pjq
i “ trF {Bpζs´m`jciqppjpωiqq
s´m `
s´m´1ÿ
u“0
trF {Bpζuciqppjpωiqq
u, j “ 0, 1, . . . ,m´ 1. (10)
Clearly, d
pjq
i P B for all j “ 0, 1, . . . ,m´ 1. Plugging (9) into (10), we can see that
d
pjq
i “ gjpωiq, j “ 0, 1, . . . ,m´ 1.
where
gjpxq “ hs´m`jpxqppjpxqq
s´m `
s´m´1ÿ
u“0
hupxqppjpxqq
u, j “ 0, 1, . . . ,m´ 1. (11)
Since degppjq “ k{m, we have degpgjq ă sk{m. Thus pd
pjq
1 , d
pjq
2 , . . . , d
pjq
n q P RSBpn, sk{m,Ωq for
every j “ 0, 1, . . . ,m´ 1. As a result, we can recover all the coefficients of polynomials tgjpxqu
m´1
j“0 as
long as there are no more than tpn´ sk{mq{2u errors in the original codeword pc1, c2, . . . , cnq. Now we
only need to show that given polynomials tgjpxqu
m´1
j“0 , we can recover the polynomials thjpxqu
s´1
j“0. To
see this, we notice that for j “ 0, 1, . . . ,m´ 1,
gjpωq “ h0pωq for all ω P Aj .
Consequently, we know the evaluations of h0pxq at all the points in Y
m´1
j“0 Aj . There are k distinct points
in the set Ym´1j“0 Aj and the degree of h0pxq is less than k, so we can recover h0pxq. From h0pxq and
tgjpxqu
m´1
j“0 , we can calculate the polynomials
g1jpxq “
gjpxq ´ h0pxq
pjpxq
“ hs´m`jpxqppjpxqq
s´m´1 `
s´m´1ÿ
u“1
hupxqppjpxqq
u´1, j “ 0, 1, . . . ,m´ 1.
Since
g1jpωq “ h1pωq for all ω P Aj ,
we know the evaluations of h1pxq at all the points in Y
m´1
j“0 Aj. So we can also recover h1pxq. From
h0pxq, h1pxq and tgjpxqu
m´1
j“0 , we can calculate the polynomials
g2j pxq “
g1jpxq ´ h1pxq
pjpxq
“ hs´m`jpxqppjpxqq
s´m´2 `
s´m´1ÿ
u“2
hupxqppjpxqq
u´2, j “ 0, 1, . . . ,m´ 1.
Since
g2j pωq “ h2pωq for all ω P Aj ,
8we know the evaluations of h2pxq at all the points in Y
m´1
j“0 Aj. So we can also recover h2pxq. It is clear
that we can repeat this procedure until we recover thjpxqu
s´m´1
j“0 . Then the polynomials ths´m`jpxqu
m´1
j“0
can be easily recovered by
hs´m`jpxq “
gjpxq ´
řs´m´1
u“0 hupxqppjpxqq
u
ppjpxqqs´m
, j “ 0, 1, . . . ,m´ 1.
This shows that we can recover the polynomials thjpxqu
s´1
j“0 from the polynomials tgjpxqu
m´1
j“0 , and
consequently recover the original codeword.
V. FOLDED REED-SOLOMON CODES
Folded RS (FRS) codes were introduced by GURUSWAMI and RUDRA [13] for the problem of optimal
list decoding. In this section we show that FRS codes are optimal for the fractional decoding in a rather
straightforward way.
Let us recall the definition of FRS codes.
Definition V.1. Let F be a finite field with cardinality |F | ą nl. Let γ be a primitive element of F. A
Folded Reed-Solomon code FRSpn, k, lq Ď pF lqn is an MDS array code with each codeword coordinate
being a vector in F l defined as follows:
tpC1, C2, . . . , Cnq : Ci “phpγ
pi´1qlq, hpγpi´1ql`1q, . . . , hpγpi´1ql`l´1q P F l for 1 ď i ď n,
h P F rxs,deg h ď kl ´ 1u.
We limit ourselves to those values of sub-packetization l for which αl is an integer.
Proposition V.2. The α-decoding radius of FRS codes satisfies
rαpFRSpn, k, lqq “ tpn´ k{αq{2u.
Proof. We will construct n` 1 functions fi : F
l Ñ Fαil, i “ 1, 2, . . . , n and g : F p
ř
n
i“1
αiql Ñ Fnl that
(1). The functions fi : F
l Ñ Fαl will simply project a symbol on its first αl coordinates, i.e., fi “ f,
where for pd1, d2, . . . , dlq P F
l,
fppd1, d2, . . . , dlqq “ pd1, d2, . . . , dαlq. (12)
Thus, the code Cα is a projection of the code C,
C
α “ tpCα1 , C
α
2 , . . . , C
α
n q “ pfpC1q, fpC2q, . . . , fpCnqq : pC1, C2, . . . , Cnq P FRSpn, k, lqu (13)
Equivalently, we can write Cα as
Cα “ tpCα1 , C
α
2 , . . . , C
α
n q : C
α
i “phpγ
pi´1qlq, hpγpi´1ql`1q, . . . , hpγpi´1ql`αl´1q P F l for 1 ď i ď n,
h P F rxs,deg h ď kl ´ 1u.
(14)
Since any k{α coordinates of Cα contain pk{αqpαlq evaluations of the encoding polynomial h with degree
less than kl, we can recover h and thus the whole codeword from any k{α coordinates of Cα. We thus
conclude that Cα is an pn, k{α,αlq MDS array code, so it can correct up to tpn ´ k{αq{2u errors.
If Ei is the error in the ith coordinate of the codeword, we can write fpCi`Eiq “ fpCiq` fpEiq for
i “ 1, 2, . . . , n. Suppose that pC1, C2, . . . , Cnq P FRSpn, k, lq and |ti : Ei ‰ 0u| ď tpn ´ k{αq{2u, then
pfpC1q, fpC2q, . . . , fpCnqq P C
α and |ti : fpEiq ‰ 0u| ď tpn ´ k{αq{2u. As a result, we can recover
the codeword pfpC1q, fpC2q, . . . , fpCnqq P C
α and thus recover the encoding polynomial h and finally
the codeword pC1, C2, . . . , Cnq P FRSpn, k, lq from pfpC1 ` E1q, fpC2 ` E2q, . . . , fpCn ` Enqq. By
our definition in (1), this shows that rαpFRSpn, k, lqq ě tpn ´ k{αq{2u, and proof is concluded with a
reference to the upper bound (4).
9Remark V.3. Given multiple values α1, α2, . . . , αm, if we choose l in such a way that α1l, α2l, . . . , αml
are all integers, then FRSpn, k, lq achieves the optimal αi-decoding radius for 1 ď i ď m simultaneously.
We can use the decoding method described above to give more general code constructions achieving
the optimal α-decoding radius. Indeed, we can take any pnl, klq scalar MDS code over a finite field F
and group together blocks of l coordinates of it into a vector in F l. It is clear that in this way we obtain
an pn, k, lq MDS array code C˜. Moreover, by reading αl symbols of F from each of the coordinates of
C˜ we obtain an pn, k{α,αlq MDS array code Cα which can correct up to tpn´ k{αq{2u errors, and thus
C forms an optimal code for fractional decoding.
Remark V.4. We note that the RS codes of Section IV are somewhat preferable to FRS codes because
in the context of the problem considered. Indeed, although both families have the largest possible α-
decoding radius, the FRS codes require larger node (codeword coordinate) size. Namely, the base field
in the RS construction (the field B in Section IV) only needs to have size n, while the base field in this
section must be of size nl. Consequently, the size of the codeword coordinate for the RS construction is
l log n bits, while for FRS code it is l logpnlq bits. (Note that in the RS construction l is the degree of
the field extension, which is denoted by s in Section IV.)
VI. α-LIST DECODING CAPACITY
In this section we extend our study to the list decoding problem. Under unique decoding, the decoder
outputs the correct codeword as long as the received vector is within a certain distance ru from it. Under
list decoding, the decoder finds a list of all codewords that are within a certain distance rl from the
received vector. Denote the size of this list by L. We say that a code corrects rl errors under list-of-L
decoding if sphere of radius rl centered at any received vector contains at most L codewords.
Complexity considerations suggest that L is a slowly growing function of the code length n (or even
a constant). In this paper, following a long line of work in algebraic list decoding, we assume that L is
a polynomial function of n. The main result of [13] amounts to stating that pn, k, lq FRS codes of rate
R :“ k{n correct the asymptotically maximum number of errors rl “ np1 ´ R ` op1qq under lists of
polynomial size. It turns out that FRS codes are also optimal under fractional list decoding.
Let us define formally the fractional decoding problem.
Definition VI.1 (pα,Lq list decoding radius). Consider an pn, k, lq array code C “ tpC1, . . . , Cnqu over
F , where Ci P F
l, i “ 1, . . . , n.
(i) We say that C corrects up to t errors under list-of-L decoding by downloading an α proportion
of the codeword if there exist n ` 1 functions fi : F
l Ñ Fαil, i “ 1, 2, . . . , n,
řn
i“1 αi ď nα and
g : F p
ř
n
i“1
αiql Ñ pFnlqL such that for any codeword C “ pC1, . . . , Cnq P C and any error vector
E “ pE1, E2, . . . , Enq of Hamming weight ď t, we have
gpf1pC1 ` E1q, f2pC2 ` E2q, . . . , fnpCn ` Enqq “ tC
piq, i “ 1, . . . , Lu,
and C P tCpiq, i “ 1, . . . , Lu.
(15)
(ii) For α ě k{n, define the pα,Lq-list decoding radius rα,LpCq as the maximum number of errors
that the code C can correct by downloading an α proportion of the codeword.
(iii) For α ě R, we further define the (normalized) α-list decoding capacity of codes of rate at least
R as
ραpRq “ sup
!rα,LpCq
n
: ratepCq ě R and L is polynomial in n
)
,
where npCq is the code length of C. More formally,
ραpRq “ sup
mPN
lim sup
nÑ8
rα,nmpn,Rnq
n
where rα,nmpn,Rnq is the maximum of rα,LpCq over all codes of length n and rate R.
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Repeating the proof of Theorem II.1, we can easily show that ραpRq ď 1 ´ R{α. At the same time,
we can show that the two families of RS-type codes shown above to be optimal for α-decoding are also
optimal for the fractional list decoding problem in the sense of achieving the α-list decoding capacity.
A. α-List decoding the codes in Sec. IV
We recall that the codes in Prop. IV.3 are simply RS codes with evaluation points in a subfield. Such
codes have appeared in several previous works on array codes; in particular, in [15], GURUSWAMI and
XING presented a list decoding algorithm for them. This algorithm can be easily modified for the problem
of α-list decoding the codes of Prop. IV.3.
Theorem VI.2 ([15], Corollary 4.5). Let B “ Fq, F “ Fqs and let C be the code RSF pn, k,Ωq, where
Ω “ B. For every R “ k
n
P p0, 1q, and ǫ, γ ą 0, there exists a sufficiently large positive integer s such
that the code can be list decoded from a fraction of 1´R´ ǫ of errors in |C|γ time, outputting a list of
size at most |C|γ .
This result can be modified for the α-list decoding problem, where as before α “ k{m. The idea is
to lift the vector formed from the downloaded symbols of B back to F and to use the algorithm of
Theorem VI.2 for the RS code over F .
Let ζ0, ..., ζs´1 be a basis of F over B. Following the procedure in Sec. IV, we download symbols
d
pjq
i P B, j “ 1, . . . ,m from each of coordinates i “ 1, . . . , n of the received vector as described in (10).
Form the vector py1, ..., ynq P F
n where for i “ 1, . . . , n
yi :“
m´1ÿ
j“0
d
pjq
i ζj
This vector can be viewed as a possibly corrupted version of the codeword
pGpω1q, ..., Gpωqqq, where Gpxq :“
m´1ÿ
j“0
gjpxqζj , (16)
and where the polynomials gjpxq are defined in (11). Since degpgjq ă sk{m “ k{α, also degpGq ă k{α.
Furthermore, the polynomial Gpxq P F rxs is evaluated at the points of the subfield B, and thus it can
be viewed as a codeword of RS code of rate k{pnαq “ R{α. The list decoding algorithm outputs a list
of codewords, which can be further pruned down by removing all polynomials f P Fqsrxs that are not
of the form (16).
This concludes the description, justifying the optimality claim for α-list decoding of the codes con-
sidered here.
B. α-List decoding of FRS codes
It is also possible to show that there exists a family of FRS codes of growing length n and sub-
packetization l that can be list-decoded from an 1´R{α fraction of errors by downloading an α proportion
of the codeword. To justify this claim, we again need to construct n ` 1 functions fi : F
l Ñ Fαil, i “
1, 2, . . . , n and g : F p
ř
n
i“1
αiql Ñ Fnl that satisfy (15). It turns out that the projection functions suffice,
and we take f1 “ f2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ fn “ f, where f is defined in (12). Downloading an α proportion from
each of the codeword coordinates, we obtain the code Cα defined in (14) whose rate is R{α. When the
code length n and sub-packetization l of the FRS code become large enough, we can use the list decoding
algorithm introduced in [13] to decode Cα up to a fraction arbitrarily close to 1´R{α of errors.
Thus we conclude that
ραpRq “ 1´R{α,
and FRS codes achieve the α-list decoding capacity.
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Remark VI.3. The code Cα differs from an FRS code in the sense that the evaluation points in two
consecutive coordinates are not consecutive powers of the primitive element. However, the list decoding
algorithm introduced in [13] only requires that within each codeword coordinate, the evaluation points
are consecutive powers of the primitive element. The code Cα satisfies this constraint, so it is possible
to rely on this algorithm in our arguments.
Note that when the code length n and the sub-packetization l of FRS codes become large enough, they
achieve the α-list decoding capacity uniformly for all values of α. Note also that Remark V.4 applies to
the solutions of the list decoding problem that rely on RS codes of Section IV and on FRS codes.
VII. MINIMUM STORAGE REGENERATING CODES WITH OPTIMAL α-DECODING RADIUS
In this section we give an explicit construction of MDS codes with optimal bandwidth for repairing
single erasure and optimal α-decoding radius simultaneously. The construction is a simple extension of
the MSR code construction in [5].
We first recall the repair bandwidth and the cut-set bound. Given an pn, k, lq MDS array code C over
a finite field F , a failed node Ci and a set of d ě k helper nodes tCj , j P Ru, define NpC, i,Rq as the
smallest number of symbols of F one needs to download in order to recover the failed node Ci from the
helper nodes tCj , j P Ru. The repair bandwidth of the code is defined as follows.
Definition VII.1 (Repair bandwidth). Let C be an pn, k, lq MDS array code over a finite field F . Let
d ě k be the number of helper nodes. The d-repair bandwidth of the code C is given by
βpdq :“ max
iPrns,|R|“d,iRR
NpC, i,Rq. (17)
According to the cut-set bound derived in [2],
NpC, i,Rq ě
dl
d´ k ` 1
for all R Ď prnsztiuq with cardinality d. If the d-repair bandwidth meets the cut-set bound with equality,
i.e.,
βpdq “
dl
d´ k ` 1
,
we say that the code C has the d-optimal repair property, and C is referred to as MSR code in the
literature.
Let α “ m{s ă 1, where m and s are positive integers. In this section we present an pn, k, l “
spd ´ k ` 1qnq MDS array code C over a finite field F with d-optimal repair property and optimal
α-decoding radius simultaneously, where the field size |F | ě spd´ k ` 1qn. We write a codeword of C
as pC1, C2, . . . , Cnq and write each coordinate as Ci “ pci,j,a : j P rss, a P t0, 1, . . . , d ´ ku
nq, i.e., the
coordinates of Ci is indexed by a scalar j P rss and a vector a “ pa1, a2, . . . , anq P t0, 1, . . . , d ´ ku
n,
so each Ci indeed has l “ spd ´ k ` 1q
n coordinates. Let tλi,j,t : i P rns, j P rss, t P t0, 1, . . . , d ´ kuu
be spd ´ k ` 1qn distinct elements of F . The code C is defined by the following set of parity check
equations:
nÿ
i“1
sÿ
j“1
λti,j,aici,j,a “ 0, t “ 0, 1, . . . , pn ´ kqs´ 1, a P t0, 1, . . . , d´ ku
n. (18)
We can see that for each fixed a P t0, 1, . . . , d ´ kun, the vector pci,j,a : i P rns, j P rssq forms a
Generalized Reed-Solomon (GRS) code with length sn and dimension sk, so C is indeed an pn, k, l “
spd´ k ` 1qnq MDS array code.
Proposition VII.2. The code C has optimal α-decoding radius.
Proof. From each Ci we download fpCiq :“ pci,j,a : j P rms, a P t0, 1, . . . , d ´ ku
nq P Fmpd´k`1q
n
,
which contains a m{s “ α proportion of coordinates in Ci. Since pci,j,a : i P rns, j P rssq forms
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an psn, skq MDS code for every a P t0, 1, . . . , d ´ kun, we can calculate pci,j,a : i P rns, j P rssq
from tfpCiq : i P Iu for every a P t0, 1, . . . , d ´ ku
n and every subset I Ď rns with cardinality
|I| ě sk{m “ k{α. In other words, we can recover the original codeword pC1, C2, . . . , Cnq from
tfpCiq : i P Iu from every subset I Ď rns with cardinality |I| ě k{α. We thus conclude that we can do
fractional decoding up to tpn´ k{αq{2u errors.
Proposition VII.3. The code C has the d-optimal repair property.
Proof. Without loss of generality suppose that we want to repair C1. For u P t0, 1, . . . , d´ ku, we write
ap1, uq :“ pu, a2, a3, . . . , anq, namely we replace a1 with u in vector a to obtain ap1, uq. Replacing a
with ap1, uq in (18), we obtain that for every u P t0, 1, . . . , d´ ku,
sÿ
j“1
λt1,j,uc1,j,ap1,uq `
nÿ
i“2
sÿ
j“1
λti,j,aici,j,ap1,uq “ 0, t “ 0, 1, . . . , pn´ kqs´ 1, a P t0, 1, . . . , d´ ku
n.
Summing these equations over u P t0, 1, . . . , d´ ku, we have
d´kÿ
u“0
sÿ
j“1
λt1,j,uc1,j,ap1,uq `
nÿ
i“2
sÿ
j“1
λti,j,ai
´ d´kÿ
u“0
ci,j,ap1,uq
¯
“ 0,
t “ 0, 1, . . . , pn´ kqs ´ 1, a P t0, 1, . . . , d´ kun.
Since all the λ’s in the equation above are distinct, we conclude that for every fixed a P t0, 1, . . . , d´kun,
the vector
´
tc1,j,ap1,uq : u P t0, 1, . . . , d´ ku, j P rssu,
! d´kÿ
u“0
ci,j,ap1,uq : i P t2, 3, . . . , nu, j P rss
)¯
(19)
forms a GRS code with length spd´k`1q`spn´1q “ spd´k`nq and dimension spd´k`nq´spn´kq “
sd. As an immediate consequence, we can calculate the vector in (19) from
! d´kÿ
u“0
ci,j,ap1,uq : i P R, j P rss
)
for any subset R Ď rns with cardinality |R| “ d. Therefore we can download the following dl
d´k`1
symbols in F ! d´kÿ
u“0
ci,j,ap1,uq : i P R, j P rss, a P t0, 1, . . . , d´ ku
n, a1 “ 0
)
from the d helper nodes tCi : i P Ru, and we will be able to calculate
tc1,j,ap1,uq : u P t0, 1, . . . , d´ ku, j P rss, a P t0, 1, . . . , d´ ku
n, a1 “ 0u
“tc1,j,a, j P rss, a P t0, 1, . . . , d´ ku
nu,
which is the set of all the coordinates of C1. This completes the proof of the d-optimal repair property.
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